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Want to make money in your spare time? While computing technology continues to improve,
there are still many things that people can do much more effectively than computers. These
include tasks such as identifying objects in a photo or video, performing data de-duplication,
transcribing audio recordings or researching data details. While difficult for computers, it is
extremely easy for humans to analyze images. In the past, Workers have helped complete image
processing tasks such as:. Companies with large online directories or catalogs use MTurk to
identify duplicate entries and verify item details. Workers help clean and verify data by:. What
type of work is available on Amazon Mechanical Turk? Learn more about common tasks
available below. Tagging objects found in an image to improve search or advertising targeting.
Helping companies select the best picture to represent a product. Classifying and identify
objects found in satellite imagery. Data Verification and Clean-up Companies with large online
directories or catalogs use MTurk to identify duplicate entries and verify item details. Identifying
incomplete or duplicate product listings in a catalog. Verifying restaurant details such as phone
numbers or hours of operation. Converting unstructured data about locations into well-formed
addresses. Information Gathering Workers help companies collect and edit information by:.
Answering questions from a computer or mobile device about any topic. Filling out market
research or survey data on a variety of topics. Finding specific fields or data elements in large
legal and government documents. Data Processing Workers help companies understand and
respond to different types of data by:. Amazon Mechanical Turk MTurk is a crowdsourcing
marketplace that makes it easier for individuals and businesses to outsource their processes
and jobs to a distributed workforce who can perform these tasks virtually. This could include
anything from conducting simple data validation and research to more subjective tasks like
survey participation, content moderation, and more. MTurk enables companies to harness the
collective intelligence, skills, and insights from a global workforce to streamline business
processes, augment data collection and analysis, and accelerate machine learning
development. While technology continues to improve, there are still many things that human
beings can do much more effectively than computers, such as moderating content, performing
data deduplication, or research. Traditionally, tasks like this have been accomplished by hiring
a large temporary workforce, which is time consuming, expensive and difficult to scale, or have
gone undone. MTurk is well-suited to take on simple and repetitive tasks in your workflows
which need to be handled manually. Using MTurk to outsource microtasks ensures that work
gets done quickly, while freeing up time and resources for the company â€” so internal staff can
focus on higher value activities. With access to a global, on-demand, 24x7 workforce, MTurk
enables businesses and organizations to get work done easily and quickly when they need it
â€” without the difficulty associated with dynamically scaling your in-house workforce. MTurk
offers a way to effectively manage labor and overhead costs associated with hiring and
managing a temporary workforce. By leveraging the skills of distributed Workers on a
pay-per-task model, you can significantly lower costs while achieving results that might not
have been possible with just a dedicated team. MTurk offers developers access to a diverse,
on-demand workforce through a flexible user interface or direct integration with a simple API.
Organizations can harness the power of crowdsourcing via MTurk for a range of use cases,
such as microwork, human insights, and machine learning development. MTurk can be a great
way to minimize the costs and time required for each stage of ML development. It is easy to
collect and annotate the massive amounts of data required for training machine learning ML
models with MTurk. Building an efficient machine learning model also requires continuous
iterations and corrections. An example is drawing bounding boxes to build high-quality
datasets for computer vision models, where the task might be too ambiguous for a purely
mechanical solution and too vast for even a large team of human experts. In particular, we use
crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk to build datasets that help our
models learn common sense knowledge, which is often necessary to answer basic questions
that are easy for humans but still quite hard for machines. Amazon Mechanical Turk provides a
flexible platform that enables us to harness human knowledge to advance machine learning
research. A large, seemingly overwhelming task can sometimes be transformed into a set of
smaller, more manageable microtasks that can each be accomplished independently.
Crowdsourcing can be an efficient organizational strategy to harness innovation and agility by
distributing work to Internet users. Businesses or developers can use MTurk to access
thousands of on-demand workersâ€”and then integrate the results of that work directly into
their business processes and systems. Common examples include the moderation of web and
social media content, categorization of products or images, and the collection of data from
websites or other resources. Our goal is to surface consumer insights and spot emerging
trends, so our clients can effectively respond with effective strategies. Workers on Amazon
Mechanical Turk respond to our requests to gather information from menus, websites, and

other channels. We are able to leverage these human collective insights to better understand
customer needs and uncover important market trends. Amazon Mechanical Turk Access a
global, on-demand, 24x7 workforce. Get started with Amazon Mechanical Turk. Optimize
efficiency MTurk is well-suited to take on simple and repetitive tasks in your workflows which
need to be handled manually. Reduce cost MTurk offers a way to effectively manage labor and
overhead costs associated with hiring and managing a temporary workforce. How it works
MTurk offers developers access to a diverse, on-demand workforce through a flexible user
interface or direct integration with a simple API. Use Cases Building, managing, and evaluating
Machine Learning workflows MTurk can be a great way to minimize the costs and time required
for each stage of ML development. Learn more about Amazon Mechanical Turk. Ready to build?
Have more questions? Your safety and the safety of our employees is our 1 priority, and that's
why we're introducing delivery. Every awesome item you order from Treasure Truck will be
delivered to your doorstep. While we love our party-on-wheels events, we love our customers
and team members even more. Find out how to sign up for texts below. Get rid of those
masterpieces? No way! You may spot our fantastic fleet rolling through cities lending a helping
hand or wheel to support local communities during these unprecedented times. Amazon
Treasure Truck is a fun way to shop. We travel far and wide searching for new, trending, or
exclusive products, and once we find something awesome, we text our subscribers with a
limited-time offerâ€”often with a great discount! Treasure Truck offers include everything from
the latest electronics and trending kitchen gadgets to exclusive collectibles. We also wow our
customers with special experiences and fun surprises. You can always text "STOP" to cancel.
Need help? Just textâ€¦you guessed it! You can also find Treasure Truck at And now an
entertaining note from our lawyers -- By texting "TRUCK" you agree to receive automated text
messages including marketing messages at your mobile number provided from or on behalf of
Amazon about Treasure Truck. Message frequency varies. You may cancel any time by texting
"STOP" to Consent is not a condition to purchase. Message and data rates may apply. You'll
also want to follow us on Facebook , Instagram , and Twitter to get the latest and greatest
Treasure Truck news. Treasure Truck is available in many cities across the United States.
Treasure Truck is always on the move! In our never-ending quest to bring you treasure, our
service area may change from time to time. Sign up for text alerts so that you'll be one of the
first to know when we're heading to your area! Once you're signed up for text alerts, you'll
always know when there's a new offer or surprise. Not every day is a Treasure Truck day, so
we'll only text you when we have something important to share. Of course, you can always
unsubscribe by texting "STOP" to but we'll miss you so! For now, Treasure Truck operates in
certain cities, so only subscribers in those areas will receive text alerts. Treasure Truck also
hosts experiences that are limited to specific metro areas. On the Amazon Mobile Shopping app
or at On the desktop site, simply click the city dropdown in the top left corner. Some carriers
don't support texting to short codes. Carriers are not liable for delayed or undelivered
messages. You can also turn off text alerts in the free Amazon Mobile Shopping app in main
menu under Programs and Features or on the mobile website at Simply click the blue settings
gear in the top right corner and then click "Manage Notifications". Not always! We like to shake
things up a little, so sometimes we may have an offer in one city but take the day off in another.
We only have so much treasure at a time, so we tend to sell out quickly. If you see something
you love, don't hesitateâ€”get yours before it's gone! Our offers currently end at p. The good
news? They also start earlier in the morning. Share the love! Treasure Truck orders will ship at
the same speed as other orders placed in the Amazon store. You can cancel orders that haven't
shipped yet. Check the box of the item you'd like to cancel, and then select "Cancel checked
items. Treasure Truck returns are just as easy as returns for anything else you buy in the
Amazon store, and our items follow the general Amazon. You can return your items by visiting
"Your Orders" on our website or app. Contact Customer Service at We'd love to hear from you.
For any suggestions or questions, please call us at Answer a few questions here. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Skip to main content. Your zip code We're showing you offers in You can
always change it here. Learn more Why do I need to select my location? Setting your Treasure
Truck location will not change your shipping or billing information tied to your current Amazon.
Headed to a different city? You can change your location at any time. Where would you like to
get your treasure? Paul N. View cities. About us. Does this mean you won't be inviting me to
in-person events? Are the actual Trucks going away? Treasure Truck What is Treasure Truck?
How do I find out about Treasure Truck offers? Is Treasure Truck in my city? Get in on this!
Treasure Truck text alerts How do I sign up for text alerts? How many texts will I get? Why do I
have to tell you my city or ZIP code? How do I change the city I get alerts for? What's wrong?
How do I opt out of text alerts? Do all cities run the same offer at the same time? Is there a
quantity limit on items? What's your favorite offer so far? It's a toss-up between the last one and

the next one. Shipping When will I receive my order? Can I return items I buy from Treasure
Truck? Getting more involved with Treasure Truck Can I share my general feedback? I'm in
freestyle 1100 gloves
square d homeline breakers
72 ss camaro
terested in selling my product with Treasure Truck. Who can I talk to? Crafted with pride in
Seattle, WA. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

